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Let f(z) be any fixed formal power series starting 1+ z + (possibly) terms in 
higher powers of z. Then there exists a unique factorization for every formal power 
series A(z) = 1 + I:=, A,z” in the form 
A(z) = i f(b,,z’“), 
/I=, 
where b, # 0, r,, E N, and rn + , > rn. We investigate the radii of convergence of these 
and other classes of factorizations, for functions A(z) andf(z) which are analytic 
in some neighbourhood of the origin. ‘e, 1991 Academic Press. Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let 9 = F((z)) denote the field of all formal Laurent series 
A=&)= f ‘4,z” 
I, = L’ 
in an indeterminate z, and with coefficients A, all lying in a given field F. 
The main case of importance here occurs when F is the field @ of complex 
numbers. If A, # 0, we call v = v(A) the order of A, and define the norm 
(or valuation) of A to be 
(1) ll‘4ll = 2-“‘A). 
Letting v(0) = +co, 11011 = 0, one then has that the above norm is non- 
archimedean and leads to an ultrametric distance function p on 9, with 
p(A, B)= II.4 - B/J. It is essentially “folklore” that 9 forms a complete 
metric space under p (cf. Jones and Thron 3, Chap. 51, and the similar 
theorem for formal power series rings in Zariski and Samuel [S, 
Chap. VIII]. Our attention below is confined to the closed subspace 
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9, c .Y consisting of all formal power series 1 + C,F=, c,,?‘, for which the 
following result was proved in [5]: 
( 1.2) THEOREM. Given my fixed f(b, z) E S’,, f( b, z) = 1 + bz + . then 
et’ery A E 9, Jvith A # 1 has a unique convergent, factorization (relative to p ) 
?f the form 
/.. 
(1.3) A= n f(b,,,+), 
n = I 
where 0 # b, E F, r,, E N, and r,, + , > r,,. Further v( A - P,,) >, r,, + , > n where 
P,,=f(b,,=r’)...f(b,,=rn). 
Note. The p-metric can be used as in [S] to describe the rates of con- 
vergence of formal power series in terms of agreement of power series coef- 
ficients. However, for our purposes in this paper, the statement C(z) = D(Z) 
(relative to p) merely implies the correspondence of the coefficients in the 
formal power series expansions for C(Z) and D(Z). 
Particular choices of f(b, Z) lead to interesting factorizations of A. For 
example, by setting f(b, z) = 1 + bz, 
(1.4) A= i (1 +b,,;“n). 
,I= I 
Next setting f(b, Z) = (1 - 2) -’ and (1 + I)~. respectively, 
(1.5) .4= fi (l-:‘n)-hn, 
t1 = I 
(1.6) A= i (l+?)% 
,I = I 
Here (1 + z)~ for arbitrary b E @ denote the (possibly infinite) binomial 
expansions. Similarly, setting f( b, Z) = ( 1 - bz) ~ ’ and exp(bz) we obtain, 
(1.7) 
(1.8) A = fi ebn:‘n 
n=l 
=exp (!, b,,+). 
where r,tz N, b,E @. These particular examples treated in [4, 5, 71 are 
merely special cases of the following general formal factorizations 
(1.9) A(z)= 1 + f A,,?= fi f(b,Y’), 
n=l n=l 
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(1.10) A(z)= fi jyz”). 
n=l 
Here f(z) is any fixed formal power series starting 1 + z + (possibly) terms 
in higher powers of z, 6, E @. Hence f(bz) and fb(z) both have the form 
required off(b, z) in (1.3) and by allowing b,=O we have dispensed with 
the integer sequence r,,. 
Much of the interest of the above mentioned factorizations lies in their 
connection with ordinary complex functions analytic in a region about the 
origin. In practice, therefore, in order to approximate such an analytic 
function by a finite product of type (1.9) or (1.10) we are interested in the 
region of proper rather than formal convergence of the representations. 
Previously Ritt [7] had obtained estimates for the radius of convergence 
for the product (1.4). More generally, Feld [2] considered products of the 
form nz=, (1 + b,,z”)-nn’n, where {a,, } ,“= , denoted a preassigned sequence 
of constants. Using a similar approach, we shall show that if ,4(z) andf(z) 
are analytic in some neighbourhood of the origin then the products (1.9) 
and (1.10) converge uniformly to A(z) in a suitably small disc containing 
the origin. 
In order to state the results more precisely, we introduce some notation. 
We use the letters d, and c, to denote the coefficients in the respective 
formal expansions 
(1.11) 
and 
(1.12) 
Furthermore define 
(1.13) 
and 
(1.14) 
(1.15) THEOREM. 
A’(z)/A(z) = f d,,” ~~ ’ 
n=l 
logf(z) = f c,z”, c, = 1. 
n=l 
r = sup Id,1 ‘In 
n>l 
s = sup 1 c,I ‘In. 
n,2 
Given any function A(z) = 1 + C,“=, A,z”, analytic in . _ .^ 
some neighbourhood oj’ the origin, and a jhed junction .f (z) = 1 + z + . . ., 
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analytic and zero-free for );I <t, A(z) can he uniquely represented as a 
un[formly convergent product sf the .form 
A(z)= i f(b,,;"), 111 Q T < min( l/R, t/R), 
,1= I 
R = 4rs’, S>l 
4r, sd 1. 
( 1.16) THEOREM. With the same notation and conditions qf the preceding 
theorem, any such function A(z) can he uniquei? represented as a unijbrml~~ 
convergent product of the form 
.4(r) = fl .fhn(?), IzI 6 T <mini 1, t, l,i’R). 
II = I 
In this case R = max { r, 2.2i’:I.G ), where we have defined i = max [ 1, r ) and 
s^=max{l,s). 
2. PROOF OF RESULTS 
In order to establish the results, we first derive the following rela- 
tionships between the coefficients A, and 6, in the expansions (1.9) and 
(1.10). 
(2.1) PROPOSITION. Suppose ( I .9) holds .formally. Then the coefficients b,, 
sari& the recursion formula 
nA,= i dkA,,-k, 
k=l 
where A, = 1 and 
[fin addition we denote the formal power series e.upansion qf log A(z) h? 
(2.2) 
then 
log A(z)= f a,,?, 
,I = I 
b, =a, and a,, = 1 c,bi,, = d,/n. 
‘I I PI 
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ProojI Suppose (1.9) and (2.2) hold. Taking logarithms, we obtain by 
rearrangement of the formal power series 
(2.3) log/t(z)= f anzn= f logf(b,z”)= f f c, b;zm” 
n=l ,I = I n=l m=I 
= m; L c, “;, b;zmn, 
Now collecting terms with mn = k, 
f akzk= f c c,b$,zk. 
k=l k=l dlk 
Whence a, = 6, and for n > 1, 
(2.4) ak = c cdb;:d. 
dlk 
Now by formal differentiation of (2.3) and multiplication by z, 
zA’(z) -= i na,z” = “t, d,,z”, 
A(z) ,,=, 
where a, is given by (2.4). Thus we have the identity 
zA’(z) = A(z) f d,z”. 
n=l 
Equating coefficients we obtain 
(2.5) nA,= i dkAnpk. 
k=l 
In an entirely similar manner we can show: 
(2.6) PROPOSITION. Suppose (1.10) and (2.2) hold. Then the exponents b, 
satisfy the recursion formula 
nA,= i dkAn-k, 
k=l 
where d, = 6, and for n > 1, 
d,=na,=n 1 cdbn.,d. 
Jln 
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2.1. Proof of Theorem (1.15). Suppose f(z) = 1 + 2 + ... satisfies the 
special case ( 1.9) of Theorem 1.2; then by Proposition 2.1, 
Thus lb,\ = Id,\ Qr by (1.13) and for n> 1. 
(2.7) Ibn( < Id,l/n + 1 (~~:~b~~‘l. 
d I II 
d < t* 
Let Ic,.,,, b:,“‘I be the greatest of the terms appearing in (2.7) above. Then 
since the number of proper divisors of n cannot exceed n/2. 
If 
and Ib,IL~“<(2/n)“” ld,l’“<r. 
If 
Id,,l/n<~ Ic,,.,~~~‘l, then Ib,,( <n Ih~,‘% ,,,, J. 
By the same reasoning we have either 
where n2 is a divisor of n, less than n,. Suppose now s > 1. Then by 
repeating this procedure we finally arrive at 
(2.8) lb,1 Lfn < (nl’“nyv . . . n;/“k) 
x (s I,‘nlSl:n2 ...Sl!nh+, ) max{Ib,,+,I”““*‘, r}, 
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where n k + , 2 1 and nk > 2. Since lb, 1 G r we can therefore always obtain an 
inequality (2.8) in which the last factor b,,,+, satisfies 
1 b,,, + ,I L.‘nk + ’< r. 
From (2.8) we obtain for s 2 1, 
k log lb,, 1 < t log n + i$, $ log ni + Ic: +- loi% s + log r* 
I I 
Since ni > 2n, + , we have n > 2k + ’ and since log x/x is increasing for 0 < 
xc e and decreasing for x > e, 
k log 2km ‘nk 
&log2*+‘+ c 
k 1 
i=, lkpink 
+logr+ 1 T;logs. 
i=O 
If nk # 3, (l/n,) log ?rk < (l/2) log 2 and by monotonicity of log x/x, x > e, 
log2k-inkGlog2k-i+L 
2k-in 2k-if1 ’ i = 1, 2, . . . . k - 1. 
k 
Thus 
Alog lb,/ <logr+ z ~lOg2’flOg~ 5 z$ 
/=I j=O 
= log r + log 4 + 2 log s = log 4rs*. 
If nk = 3, we get 
~log~b,l<logr+ f ~lOg3.2’+210gS 
j=o 3.2/ 
= log r + i log 3 + i log 4 + 2 log S < log 4rs’. 
Thus if s > 1 we always have 
lb,1 Iin < 4rs2 = R. 
If SC 1, we obtain in place of (2.8) 
lb,1 Iin <(n”“n:‘“l...n~)max{lb,,+,I”“‘+‘, r}. 
From this we deduce in the same way that 
lb,1 Iin < R = 4r (s < 1). 
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Suppose now that j(z) is analytic and zero-free for 1-1 < t. Then for every 
0 < 6 < t there exists a finite constant B > 0 depending only on f and 6 such 
that If(;)- 11 <B (71 for 1~1 GS. Hence for each n, If(h,l?‘)- 11 <B Ih,,?‘\ 
provided lb,~“I 6 6. In particular this holds for every n, provided I:( < 
inf,,EN(6”“/Ri =min(l/R, 6/R). 
It follows that for (~1 <p < min( l/R, t/R), 
% 
,,;, l.f(b,,f- 11 <B f Ib,,=“l. 
,I = I 
We deduce that C,F=, \/‘(h,,?‘) - 1 I converges uniformly for 
(~1 <p < min( l/R, t/R). 
Hence by well-known theorems on infinite products (see, e.g., Knopp [6, 
Sect. 57, p. 437]), n,:-:, f(b,z”) converges uniformly to an analytic func- 
tion, say B(z), for 1~1 <p < min( l/R, t/R). By Theorem 1 of [6, p. 4373 the 
power series expansion of B(z) may be obtained by expanding the product 
term by term. Since the product is known to p-converge to A(Z) the coef- 
ficients of B(z) and A(Z) must be equal, whence B(z) = A(;), as required. 
Note. Since (b,,l < Id,/nl + d(n) I~~;~,b~;‘ll, where d(n) denotes the 
number of divisors of n, we can obtain a better constant in Theorem 1.15 
by using a sharper bound for d(n) than n/2. 
Proof of Theorem (1.16). Suppose now f(z) = 1 + z + .. satisfies the 
special case (1.10) of Theorem 1.2. In this case we have by Proposition 2.6, 
\h,l = Id,\ d r and for n > 1, 
Let lc,:,,,b,,,I be the greatest of the terms above. Then as before 
If 
If 
Ikw; lCn:,,b,,,!. then lb <n k,.,,b,,,l 
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Similarly, either lb,,\ linl < r or Jb,,( ‘,+I~ < n:!“Isl/‘Q (II,,/ ‘!“I. 
Suppose now r >, 1 and s 3 1; then combining this with the above yields 
that either Jb, 1 lin $ r or 
since n ,/n Q l/2 < 1. A repetition of this process in the case (b, I ‘VI > r must 
lead eventually to 
(2.9) Ib,l”“< (n”“n:‘” ...nLin)(.s ‘/rl1~(I/n~).(n1!n)~(lln3).(n2/n). . .Sl~ink+~)~(nkln) ) 
xmax{r”‘, (Ib,,+,ll’“k+‘)“~+l!“}, 
where n kt , > 1, nk Z 2, and lb,,+,1 link+’ ,< r. In such a case the “r1’2r’ term 
dominates. 
Thus setting n,=n we obtain 
k+l 1 n--, 1 
:lOg lb,\ <k f logni+logs iC, ;.i- 
I=0 I 
n +jlogr. 
Since n, 2 2ni + , we have 1 < ni < n/2’ for i = 0, 1, . . . . k + 1. Hence 
1 (log ml’ 
<log2!Z?L m -i I 
(1% 7 )’ 
= ~ = 0.7804... 
7log2 
In addition for j= 1, 2, . . . . k + 1, nj > 2&-j+ ‘. Hence 
’ 
k=0,1,2 ).... 
Thus in all cases for r > 1 and s > 1, either (l/n) log Jb,l <log r or 
(l/n)log lb,1 <0.7804+logs+(1/2)logr. If S-C 1, (2.9) remains valid 
provided we replace the product (s’~~~s”~~~)‘~‘~“’ . . . s”‘“~+~)(~~‘~)) by 1. Also, 
in the case r < 1, a repetition of the relevant arguments shows that if 
Ik,+,l”“k+’ -C r < 1 then (2.9) is again valid provided we replace the term 
max{rl~2, (l~,,+,I’iRk+l)“k+liin } by 1. If we now set i=max(l,r} and s^= 
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maxi 1, s}, since exp(0.7804) < 2.2, it follows that for all positive values of 
r and s, 
lb,,1 “,, -=c max(2.2F”‘s^, r} = R. 
Suppose f(z) is analytic and zero-free for 1-1 < t; then the formal series 
expansion of f ‘( ~)/f( 2) converges for IL’\ < t and so there exists a finite 
constant B> 0 depending only onfand 6 such that 
I.f”(=),!f(=) - 11 G B I=1 for ):I <6<t. 
Thus for 1:) d minj 1.6 1, 
If’(z”)/“(~“)l d 1 + B I-“‘( 6 1 + B jrl. 
Hence for I:/ d p < min{ 1, t, l/R) 
f b,,n?- ‘f’(z”)/f(z”) <B f n Ib,z”I + f n lb,,:“-‘I. 
,,= I ,I = I )I = I 
We deduce as in the proof of Theorem 1.15 that x:=, h,,n:” ‘f’(:“)/j(~“) 
converges uniformly to some analytic function for /zI < p < min{ 1, t, l/R ]. 
Then so too does the term-by-term integrated series and so then does the 
exponential of the latter, say to B(z). But we are now considering 
jJz= ,fhn(?) which is known to p-converge to A(Z). Hence the B(z) to 
which it uniformly converges must be A(Z). 
Again by using a better bound for the divisor function n(n), a larger 
radius of convergence can be obtained in Theorem 1.16. 
Note. In principle the results of Boas [l] on generalized Taylor series, 
can also be applied to bound the radius of convergence in the case A(Z) = 
n,FZ r .fhn(?‘). Setting h(z) = log f(z) (relative to p) we obtain the formal 
identity 
log A(z) = c b,,k(Z”). 
n-1 
Then various theorems of Boas [ 1 ] (for example, his Theorem 3.1), can be 
used to bound the radius of convergence of the series expansion above. In 
practice these bounds may not be easy to determine. However, in principle 
these results can be applied also to more general products of the form 
wheref,,(;) denotes any series of the form.f,(;) = 1 + Z’ + . ., n = 1, 2, 3, . . . . 
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